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Forest planning for management of forest resources
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In order to manage forest resources properly for a long time, a forest planning
system is necessary regardless of ownership. The forest growth is governed
primarily by the natural condition, but how to manage or utilize it depends on social
and economic factors. Moreover, social demands for forest resources are changing.
Under such situations, we must meet the demand for sustainable timber production
and provide various public benefits. Our main research topics are the forest
planning system, legal systems relating to forest management, and sustainable
forest tourism.
Forest planning system
Social demands for forest resources are multiple
and changing. The most recent change is the
increase of forest management problems related
to global warming. To solve these current
problems, we are conducting research to change
the forest planning system and forest survey
methods to include a broader range of public
benefits.

Laws relating to forest management
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The development of legal systems is necessary
for forest management because the forest
resources are connected to various public
benefits. In our laboratory, the following laws
relating to the forest are being examined: Forest
Law, Basic Forest and Forestry Law, National
Forest Management Law, Law to Promote the
Modernization of the Rights for the Common
Forest.

Sustainable forest tourism
The national forest has a protective forest
system. The area of protective forest and the
surroundings also have importance from the
point of tourism. Protection forest for scenic
beauty and recreational use are contributing to
tourism. We conduct research on how to develop
sustainable forest tourism.
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